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ABSTRACT

Distributed resiliency becomes paramount to alleviate the

growing costs of data movement and I/Os while preserv-

ing the data accuracy in HPC systems. This paper proposes

to adopt blockchain-like decentralized protocols to achieve

such distributed resiliency. The key challenge for such an

adoption lies in the mismatch between blockchain’s target-

ing systems (e.g., shared-nothing, loosely-coupled, TCP/IP

stack) and HPC’s unique design on storage subsystems, re-

source allocation, and programming models. We present

BAASH, Blockchain-As-A-Service for HPC, deployable in a

plug-n-play fashion. BAASH bridges the HPC-blockchain

gap with two key components: (i) Lightweight consensus

protocols for the HPC’s shared-storage architecture, (ii) A

new fault-tolerant mechanism compensating for the MPI to

guarantee the distributed resiliency. We have implemented

a prototype system and evaluated it with more than two

million transactions on a 500-core HPC cluster. Results show

that the prototype of the proposed techniques significantly

outperforms vanilla blockchain systems and exhibits strong

reliability with MPI.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Computer systems organization → Availability; Re-

dundancy; Reliability; • Information systems→Distribu-

ted storage; Data replication tools.
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Figure 1: BAASH service is useful in a typical data

movement workflow in an HPC environment.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Distributed consistent caching. Exascale systems are likely

to have extreme power constraints; yet, follow an expensive

approach to move data anywhere, necessarily near the pro-

cessors. However, the problem can be mitigated by replicat-

ing [16] or caching data distributedly through a distributed

ledger. This is especially useful when the scientific workflows

are coupled, as illustrated in Figure 1, such as multi-scale,

multi-physics turbulent combustion application S3D [10],

where the data moving cost often grows exponentially. Be-

sides, performance in exascale systemswill require enormous

concurrency, requiring that data on each node be in the same

state through synchronization leading to the eventual con-

sistency for readers to see data from heterogeneous sources,

which is desirable in modern large scale HPC systems [5].

Provenance tracking.On top of that, extreme-scale HPC

systems (e.g., Cori [49]) rely on data provenance to repro-

duce and verify the scientific experimental results generated

during the application executions. Essentially, data prove-

nance is a well-structured log for efficient data storage along
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with an easy-to-use query interface. Data provenance is con-

ventionally implemented through file systems [47, 54] or

relational databases [21, 31]. However, none of the current

efforts exhibit the immutability property that guarantees the

reliability of the provenance history.

Data fidelity. Over and above that, data fidelity is of

prominent importance for scientific applications deployed

to HPC systems, as the data upon which scientific discovery

rests must be trustworthy and retain its veracity at every

point in the scientific workflow. Silent data corruption has

been a critical problem [14, 17] that leads to data loss or

incorrect data, impacting the application performance at an

extreme scale. Extreme-scale workflows are often long last-

ing and dependent on intermediate results collected from

a data source or other applications, as shown in Figure 1.

Therefore, those workflows typically require careful veri-

fication before caching the data in-memory or persisting

them in remote storage. There have been noticeable inci-

dents [20, 48] where the error rates grow exponentially as

the system reaches extreme scale. Besides, there have been

more than enough incidents about data falsification and fab-

rication, causing the withdrawal of scientific publications

and other consequences. To this end, developing trustwor-

thy data service for scientific computing and HPC systems

has been recently incentivized by various federal funding

agencies, such as the National Science Foundation [39] and

the U.S. Department of Energy [15].

Blockchain-as-a-service for HPC.We argue that all of

the aforementioned services could be built upon or improved

by a decentralized consensus protocol—the very core techni-

cal innovation by blockchains. In essence, a blockchain can

enable data synchronization in HPC systems with strong

reliability in an autonomous fashion. The Oak Ridge Na-

tional Laboratory has released a white paper [1] discussing

a wide range of potential applications that can benefit from

blockchains on the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Fa-

cility. Recent studies [2–4, 12, 33, 34, 42, 43] showed that

blockchains could be leveraged to provide a variety of ser-

vices on HPC systems.

1.2 Challenges

While blockchains have drawn much research interest in

many areas such as cryptocurrency [19, 22, 28] and smart

government [40], the HPC and scientific computing com-

munities, although regarding resilience as one of their top

system design objectives, have not taken blockchains into

their ecosystems due to various (both technical and admin-

istrative) reasons, but most notably on the following two

challenges: the shared-storage system infrastructure of HPC

systems and the MPI programming model for scientific appli-

cations. By contrast, all the mainstream blockchain systems

and frameworks assume the underlying systems are shared-

nothing clusters with the TCP/IP network stack (rather than

MPI and ranks).

Specifically, although blockchain itself exhibits many re-

search and application opportunities (comprehensive reviews

available from [13, 53]), one of the most impelling challenges

for employing blockchains into HPC systems lies in the con-

sensus protocols for the unique I/O subsystem. Existing con-

sensus protocols used in mainstream blockchains are either

based on intensive computation (the so-called proof-of-work,

or POW, for instance) or intensive network communication

(e.g., practical Byzantine fault tolerance, PBFT), which are

inappropriate for HPC in terms of both performance and

cost as shown in Table 1.

Nonetheless, some of the efforts [3, 4], recently attempt

to resolve some of the challenges to adopt blockchain or

blockchain-like data caching in the HPC ecosystem. How-

ever, these systems either follow conventional POW [3];

hence, not appropriate for permissioned environment like

HPC, or are not yet equipped with the most desired essential

features as shown in Table 1, for instance, (i) extensive com-

putation or communication free scalable consensus mech-

anism to establish trustworthiness among the distributed

cached data, (ii) full-competent HPC protocol account for

both the compute nodes and the remote storage account-

ing for the parallel file system (e.g., [45]) with reasonable

overhead; (iii) parallel block processing, (iv) parallel con-

sistency in the distributed ledger with lower latency, and

lastly, (v) fault-tolerance support addressingMPI node failure

that strengthens consistency in distributed ledger across the

nodes. Hence, the state-of-the-art systems yet suffer from a

lightweight strategy to deploy the blockchain-like resiliency

in HPC infrastructure.

AlthoughMPI brings a lot of opportunities to facilitate par-

allel processing in scientific computing, deploying blockchain

with MPI is a very challenging job. In MPI, one rank failure

brings down the entire communicator; hence, it raises a crit-

ical issue for a blockchain service: one single failure would

crash the entire blockchain service. Several fault-tolerance

approaches [8, 24] (mostly through software exception han-

dlers) have been designed to address MPI failures. How-

ever, no work exists to address the unique requirement of

blockchains: a crashed blockchain node has to restart from

scratch and verify all the hash values between every adjacent

pair of blocks (i.e., there is no such a concept of checkpoint,

unfortunately).

1.3 Our Contributions

In this work, we design a new blockchain framework for HPC

environments, deployed as a middleware, namely BAASH,
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Table 1: Summary of limitations of present blockchain-based provenance systems.

Features ProvChain [34] SmartProv [42] LineageChain [43] IMB [3] SciChain [4] BAASH

Support for diskless nodes × × × � � �
Lightweight computation × × � × � �
Free of message broadcast � � × � � �
Fully compatible to MPI × × × × × �
Parallel block processing × × × × × �
Parallel ledger resiliency × × × × × �
Realtime fault monitoring × × × × × �
Scalability on 500+ cores × × × × × �

as illustrated in Figure 1. BAASH serves as a distributed trust-

worthy ledger fully compatible with the shared-storage in-

frastructure of HPC systems. The proposed framework over-

comes the shortcomings of the state-of-the-art blockchain

systems by completely eliminating the resource-intensive re-

quirements through a set of specially crafted protocols. More-

over, BAASH is equipped with a parallel processing layer

compatible with MPI, which enables BAASH to deliver low-

overhead and scalable performance. The protocols assure

parallel resiliency and account for both the compute nodes

and the remote storage (e.g., [45]) with reasonable over-

head. Therefore, a system implementing the proposed pro-

tocols can be smoothly deployed to an HPC infrastructure.

On top of that, the realtime fault monitor co-designed with

BAASH takes care of MPI’s rank failures and thus supports

the highly-desired (eventual) consistent caching across the

compute nodes.

To summarize, this paper makes the following contribu-

tions:

• We design a set of HPC-specific scalable consensus

protocols to facilitate a parallel block processing to pro-

vide a lightweight distributed in-memory and shared-

storage resiliency support;

• We develop a reliable fault monitoring mechanism to

ensure consistent BAASH service that can tolerate MPI

rank failures to ensure the availability of the BAASH

service;

• We implement a system prototype of the proposed

consensus protocols and parallelization approaches

with OpenMP and MPI; and

• We carry out an extensive evaluation of the system

prototype with millions of transactions on an 500-core

HPC platform and experimentally demonstrate the

effectiveness of BAASH.

Figure 2: Overall architecture of BAASH on HPC sys-

tems.

2 BAASH DESIGN

2.1 Architecture

Figure 2 illustrates the high-level overview of our envisioned

distributed BAASH system, which is deployed to a typical

HPC system. Note that some customized HPC systems may

have node-local disks, although this paper assumes that the

compute nodes are diskless. For instance, a top-10 supercom-

puter called Cori [49] located at Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratory does have local SSD storage, namely, the burst

buffer. However, the burst buffer is not a good candidate

for ledgers because it is not designed for long-term data

archival; its only purpose is to alleviate the I/O pressure for

those I/O-intensive applications by caching the intermedi-

ate data locally. Besides, because scientific applications do

not time-share the resources, the ledgers stored on the local

storage (e.g., burst buffer) are usually purged after the job

execution (for both performance and security reasons). In
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other words, even if a ledger can be technically persisted

to local disk in some scenarios, that persistence is not per-

manent, which motivates us to come up with a secondary

ledger and validator on the remote storage. Specifically, four

key modules of our envisioned system are highlighted in

Figure 2: a resilient distributed ledger, a parallel consensus

protocol, a parallel processing layer, and a fault monitor. We

will discuss each of them in more detail in the following.

2.1.1 Resilient distributed ledger. The first module is a re-

silient distributed ledger implementation optimized for high-

performance interconnects (e.g., InfiniBand) and protocols

(RDMA) across compute nodes. Because all compute nodes

fetch and update the ledger with few latest blocks only in

volatile memory (or, in persistent local storage but with a

short lifetime—purged after the job is complete) with mini-

mum overhead, there has to be at least one permanent, per-

sistent storage (which cannot be compromised) to store back

the ledger replicas in case of catastrophes (e.g., more than

50% of compute nodes crash and lose their ledgers). Note

that the memory-only compute nodes are not necessarily

less reliable than those with persistent storage; yet, the data

stored on memory would get lost if the process that initiates

the memory is killed. It should be noted that remote storage

is a cluster of nodes in a typical high-performance computing

ecosystem that makes the shared blockchain highly reliable

against any unexpected catastrophe.

2.1.2 Scalabale in-memory & shared-storage consensus pro-

tocol. The second module is a consensus protocol that sup-

ports attaining consensus in parallel (neither costly compu-

tational overhead nor extensive network communication) to

achieve the highest possible throughput through in-memory

blockchain support of the compute nodes and the resilient

remote ledger. In BAASH, a block is validated with two con-

secutive steps. First, the block is validated through a paral-

lel mechanism with in-memory blockchain support in each

node. To minimize the block validation time, we avoid any

traditional serialized block processing mechanism followed

by state-of-the-art blockchain systems. Second, if the major-

ity of the compute nodes (i.e., at least 51%) are unable to

reach a consensus about the validity of a block, the remote

storage then participates in the block validation process with

reasonably minimum overhead. We discuss more details in

Section 2.2.

2.1.3 Parallel processing layer. The third module is the par-

allel processing layer between the diskless compute nodes

and the remote persistent storage. The layer has three pur-

poses: (i) It injects the parallel distribution mechanism for

disseminating independent blocks with transactions into the

logically divided cluster of compute nodes, (ii) It facilitates

parallel block processing and achieving consensus without

Protocol 1 Parallel transaction manager

Require: Clusters C where the i-th cluster is Ci ; Transac-

tionsT where the i-th transaction isT i ; Entities E where

the i-th entity is Ei ; Remote storage R; a new block b.
Ensure: No duplicate processing of T i .

1: function Txn-Process(b, C , R, E)
2: for T i ∈ T do

3: if T i is not locked then

4: Create hash H i

T
with timestamp s and entity-

id Ei

5: Push in a block b
6: else

7: Push T i to transaction wait queue

8: end if

9: if time ≥ t then
10: BAASH-Consensus(b,C,R, E) � Protocol 2
11: end if

12: end for

13: end function

a communication-intensive peer-to-peer mechanism, and

(iii) The ledgers persisting process in the remote storage

(i.e., shared-blockchain) as well as synchronization with the

distributed nodes can continue independently in parallel,

without interfering with the block validation. More details

about this layer is explained in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5.

2.1.4 Fault monitor. The fourth module is a real-time fault

tolerance mechanism implemented with three inevitable

checkpoints:

(1) Message exchange among peers: Check the communi-

cation status between the sender and receiver during

each message exchange.

(2) Exit routine of each process: An exit routine that checks

the status of each node when the node finishes a vali-

dation process.

(3) Exception handler: Set checkpoints around the node

validation process to catch any unexpected exceptions.

Fault monitor also restores the BAASH service if any of the

cases occur while handling the block validation process by

the shared storage’s ledger. We discuss more details about

the fault monitor in Section 3.6.

2.2 Consensus Protocols

To overcome the limitations of the conventional protocols

(i.e., PoW and PBFT), as a co-design of the proposed BAASH

blockchain framework for scientific applications, we propose

a set of protocols. Protocol 1 coordinates parallel processing

of transactions of blocks. The Protocol 2 assists in managing

consensus of blocks in parallel through the distributed con-

sensus managers. The block validation process is managed
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Protocol 2 BAASH consensus

Require: Clusters C where the i-th cluster is Ci ; Sub-

clusters N where the i-th sub-cluster is N i managed

by a coordinator N i
c ; Total nodes n in a sub-cluster; En-

tities E where the i-th entity is Ei ; a new block b; hash
list bl

h
for b; remote storage R.

Ensure: At least 50% compute node list aдreedNodes who
validate b both with local blockchain and with remote

persistent ledger RB .
1: function BAASH-Consensus(b, C , R, E)
2: while |aдreedNodes | <= n

2 do

3: for Ci ∈ C do � In parallel

4: Push a block b in Ci ’s local queue

5: for N i ∈ Ci do � In parallel

6: N i
c ← Validation(b,N i , E) � Protocol 3

7: end for

8: end for

9: end while

10: if |aдreedNodes | <= n

2 then

11: if R validates b then

12: Generate hash bh
13: Persist-in-Storage(b,C,R) � Call Protocol 4
14: Release block b from active queue

15: else

16: Push the block to pending queue

17: end if

18: else

19: Pick a hash bh from bl
h

20: Persist-in-Storage(b,C,R) � Call Protocol 4
21: Release block b from active queue

22: end if

23: N i ← ∅ � Deconstruct the sub-cluster
24: end function

by the Protocol 3. Finally, the Protocol 4 helps in managing

the resilient distributed ledger by storing the validated block

in nodes’ memory and persisting in the shared storage. We

will discuss each protocol in detail in the following sections.

2.2.1 Parallel transactionmanager. Protocol 1 aims to ensure

the distinctive operation of transactions during the parallel

process. The BAASH engine leverages a queue that keeps

track of the individual active and pending transactions. All

the active transactions are locked to prevent duplicate trans-

action processing by creating a unique hash with the times-

tamp and the entity’s address (e.g., node) that issues the

transactions. When a transaction arrives, it (Protocol 1) first

checks (Line 3) if the transaction is unlocked (i.e., pending)

and creates a unique hash (Line 4) for it with the entities

addresses and the current timestamp before pushing to a

block (Line 5). The transaction batching process in a block

Protocol 3 Block validation

Require: Sub-clusters N where the i-th sub-cluster is N i ;

Nodes n where the i-th node is ni . Entities E where the

i-th entity is Ei ; a new block b; hash list bl
h
for b where

the bi
h
is the hash from ni .

Ensure: Block b contains valid transactions T before per-

sisted.

1: function Validation(b, N i , E)
2: for ni ∈ N i do � In parallel

3: if ni validates b with affected E then

4: aдreedNodes ← aдreedNodes ∪ ni

5: Create hash bi
h

6: bl
h
← bl

h
∪ bi

h

7: else

8: bi
h
← NULL

9: end if

10: end for

11: Return aдreedNodes ,bl
h
, b

12: end function

continues until a specific time (t). The time (t) is the mini-

mum latency over a network. Finally, Protocol 1 forwards

the block to start the consensus process (Line 10).

2.2.2 BAASH consensus. Protocol 2 steers the entire block

validation and persisting process. The parallel processing

module (more details in Section 3.4) leverages this protocol

to manage the equal dissemination of blocks among the clus-

ters. At first, the BAASH engine creates a set of coordinators

and logically distributes the compute nodes into a group of

clusters to manage the smart load-balance of the workload

that facilitates parallel block processing. Each cluster is man-

aged by a coordinator (Line 3). Each cluster is then further

split into a set of sub-clusters (Line 5) where each sub-cluster

processes a block (Line 6). A sub-cluster dynamically get

constructed with 3f + 1 + c number of nodes, where f is

the maximum faulty nodes allowed in a sub-cluster, and c is
the maximum number of attempts of nodes adjustment from

a parent cluster (more details in Section 3.4). To be more

specific, at first, 3f + 1 nodes in a sub-cluster attempt to

validate a block. If more than 50% nodes in a sub-cluster fail,

the coordinator attempts a maximum of c times to add an

idle node from the parent cluster to continue the validation.

If a validation process exceeds the total limit (i.e., c), while
attaining consensus frommore than 50% nodes, the coordina-

tor involves the remote storage to come forward to provide

consensus (Line 11). Possible node failures would be either

software exceptions, false validation, or crashes. If the block

is valid the protocol picks a hash from the list of its (block)

validators (Line 19) or create a hash within remote storage

(Line 12) before persisting it (i.e., block) through the help of
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Protocol 4 Persist in storage

Require: Compute nodes n where the i-th node is ni ; ni
B

the local blockchain on ni ; Clusters C where the i-th
cluster is Ci ; a newly mined block b; remote storage R;
HT the hash table that contains hashes of blocks stored in

remote storage; RB the blockchain copy on the storage;

Ensure: Validate b, store it to C , and persist it to R
1: function Persist-in-Storage(b, C , R)
2: for Ci ∈ C do

3: for ni ∈ Ci do

4: if b � ni
B
then

5: ni
B
← ni

B
∪ b � store in local chain

6: end if

7: end for

8: end for

9: if b � HT then � Only one look-up is needed

10: RB ← RB ∪ b � store in shared chain

11: end if

12: end function

Protocol 4 (Line 13 and 20). Finally, the sub-cluster (N i ) is

deconstructed again at the end of a block processing (Line

23) to leverage the free nodes for the next block process-

ing. The time complexity of this protocol is O(|C |), which
is significantly lower than the existing PBFT algorithm (i.e.,

O(|C |2)).

2.2.3 Block validation. Protocol 3 works on block validation.

The validation process checks whether a block with transac-

tions is valid (e.g., legitimate provenance operations). When

a node in a cluster receives a block, it starts checking the

transactions in the block against the entities that are affected,

as shown in Line 3. The entities consist of any files, nodes,

or any other external source, etc.

A node provides a vote after validating the block (Line 4).

A validator (i.e., Node) creates a hash with its private key and

the current timestamp after processing all the transactions in

a block (Line 5). The validator sets the hash with Null value

if a block is invalid (Line 8). Finally, the Protocol 3 takes

advantage of consensus manager (more details in Section 3.5)

to aggregate the votes (i.e., agreedNodes) and forwards the

consensus along with the hash list (i.e., bl
h
) as well as the

block with valid transactions (Line 11) to Protocol 2.

2.2.4 Persist-in-storage. Protocol 4 assists in managing the

resilient distributed ledger by storing blocks in parallel to

the nodes’ local memory in all clusters (Line 2 and 3) while

persisting blocks to the remote storage through a parallel file

system (e.g., GPFS) (Line 10). Persisting in remote storage

adds one more layer of reliability to the data on volatile mem-

ory. However, while attaining high reliability, the system

should not exhibit significant overhead. We use a key-value

Figure 3: BAASH implementation with MPI and

shared storage.

model to store both the blocks and transactions both in the

in-memory ledger and the remote storage. In the key-value

data model, a hash represents a key. Therefore, when a node

attempts to store a block in the storage node, it first looks up

quickly in the storage to check whether the block is already

stored. If the block hash is already in the storage, the re-

spective node does not attempt to access the remote storage

further. This is addressed in Line 9, where we only need one

look-up to check in the storage. This prevents touching the

shared storage more than once when other nodes try to store

the same block again.

This replication process is independent and hence, does

not interrupt the overall performance of BAASH during the

block validation. The theoretical time complexity of this

protocol is O(|C |) and |C | could be a fairly large number

(e.g., tens of thousands of cores in leading-class supercom-

puters [49]). It should be noted that in HPC system remote

storage is managed through a distributed cluster of storage

nodes; hence, failure of a single storage node does not lead

to any loss to the full ledger stored in the remote storage.

We will demonstrate the effectiveness of the protocol in the

evaluation section.

3 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

We have implemented a prototype system of the proposed

blockchain architecture in the user space and consensus

protocols with Python-MPI. Although this paper presents

BAASH as a user-library with a callable programming in-

terface, BAASH can also be deployed at the system level

through a wrapper. MPI is a message-passing application

programming interface that allows us to develop our own
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parallel processing layer. We use the mpi4py package [38] for

leveraging MPI with Python. This MPI package for Python

provides bindings of the MPI standard for the Python pro-

gramming language, allowing any Python program to exploit

multiple processors acrossmachines. Typically, formaximum

performance, each CPU (or core in a multi-core machine)

will be assigned one single process or a distinct rank.

At this point, we only release the very core modules of

the prototype. Some complementary components and plug-

ins are still being tested with more edge cases and will be

released once they are stable enough. Figure 3 illustrates the

overview of the implemented architecture of the proposed

parallel blockchain on MPI. The prototype system has been

deployed to 500 cores on an HPC cluster.

As shown in Figure 3, new transactions received through

BAASH service API from the nodes or any other sources

(e.g., external HPC cluster or scientific workbench) are first

hashed using SHA-256 [46] (step 1). Then, the transactions

are pushed in a queue (step 2) to be batched or encapsulated

in a block (step 3) and added to the block queue (step 4).

The parallel processing module monitors both the clusters

of nodes as well as the block queue. The parallel module

receives a block (step 5) and distributes it whenever a clus-

ter is available (step 6). Afterward, the blocks are validated

first in compute nodes. The consensus manager collects the

consensus of the block from the cluster (step 7), and if the

block is validated successfully, BAASH decides to append the

block both in the in-memory ledger of the compute nodes

and in the remote storage through a parallel file system (i.e.,

GPFS) (step 9). During the entire block validation process,

a fault monitor keeps track of each node and takes the nec-

essary initiatives to recover any node failure and reinstate

the BAASH service (step 8). Once the data from a source

is validated and appended in the distributed ledger, other

applications can access the data as a reliable source through

BAASH API (step 10).

3.1 Data Models

The data structure for the proposed BAASH ledger is a linked

list and stored in a hash table where each tuple corresponds

to a block, which references a list of transaction records

stored in another table. In each hash table, a corresponding

hash acts as a primary key that helps in identifying a block or

a transaction. All properties of a block (e.g., block ID, parent

block hash, transactions list, and time stamp) and all prop-

erties of a transaction (e.g., transaction ID, transaction data,

time stamp, and entities ID such as Node-ID, application-ID,

file-ID) are encapsulated respectively in a Block object and

in a Transaction object at runtime.

Figure 4: Parallel processing module in BAASH man-

ages blocks in parallel through distributed coordina-

tors or consensus managers.

3.2 Worker Nodes

In BAASH, transactions are first appended to the transaction

queue, which is discussed in detail in §3.3. When the cre-

ated transaction queue reaches a limit, the nodes encapsulate

them (i.e., transactions) in a block. When a block is encapsu-

lated with a number of transactions, it is then pushed into

a queue (discussed in §3.3) before it is broadcasted in the

network.

The nodes are responsible for validating the blocks and

sending consensus to the respective coordinators (MPI com-

municators) through the parallel processing module and dis-

tributed consensus managers (more details in Section §3.4

and §3.5). A coordinator will store a block both in nodes’ local

in-memory as well as in the remote storage after validation.

The format of storing data in a compute node and in remote

storage is explained in §3.1. Each node communicates with

the respective coordinator through our parallel mechanism

implementedwithMPI discussed in §3.4. The communication

between compute nodes and the remote storage is managed

through a parallel file system (e.g., GPFS).

3.3 Block and Transaction Queue

The newly created or received transactions are pushed into

a pending transaction queue. In BAASH, we can adjust the

block size according to our demand. For instance, for all the

experiments presented in this paper, each block consists of 4

transactions on average. Therefore, the block encapsulation

process is triggered as soon as the queue size reaches 4. This

is because we want to compare our experimental results

with the benchmarks [13]. Once the pending transactions

are encapsulated they are moved to the active transaction

queue. When a block is ready to propagate, it is pushed
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Figure 5: A consensus manager (i.e., a coordinator)

guarantees the consistency in block management

through the two-phase distributed quorum commit

protocol.

to a pending block queue. At a fixed time interval, a block

pops out from the queue periodically and is transferred to a

coordinator. Once the block is transferred, it is then moved

to the active block queue.

It could be argued that a queue might not deliver data

at a sufficient rate to feed the network because a queue is

a linear data structure that can hardly be parallelized for

the sake of scalability. This is alleviated by the following

two approaches in our implementation. First, we adjust the

time interval larger than the latency for the queue to pop an

element. In doing so, the overhead from the queue itself is

masked completely. Second, we implement the queue using a

loosely-coupled linked-lists such that the queue can be split

and reconstructed arbitrarily.

3.4 Parallel Processing Module

As shown in Figure 4, the entire network is logically divided

into s number of clusters. BAASH creates a set of dynamic co-

ordinators (i.e., MPI communicators) to manage the clusters

from the list of nodes. The selection process of coordinators

is random, and a coordinator can not actively participate

in block validation process. Each cluster is managed by a

single coordinator. A cluster consists of n number of nodes

from where the parallel processing module dynamically cre-

ates z number of of sub-clusters. Figure 4 shows how the

parallel module in BAASH coordinates with the transaction

queue, block queue, and the shared blockchain to distribute

the blocks with transactions among a set of dynamically

constructed sub-clusters of nodes from the parent cluster

assigned to a coordinator (i.e., MPI communicator).

When a block arrives, BAASH starts looking for available

3f + 1 nodes to construct a sub-cluster to start processing

the block. f is the maximum faulty nodes allowed in a sub-

cluster. If more than 50% nodes in a sub-cluster fail, BAASH

attempts to add new nodes in the initial cluster. The initial

Figure 6: Workflow of BAASH’s monitor to han-

dle MPI failures. The monitor ensures a consistent

BAASH service against arbitrary node failures.

cluster then becomes 3f + 1 + c , where c is the maximum

number of nodes adjustment from a parent cluster in case

of more than 50% nodes failure in the sub-cluster. To be

more specific, c denotes how many times the parallel module

attempts to add a new node from the parent cluster if the

majority (more than 50%) nodes in a sub-cluster fail. The

cluster is flexible enough to deconstruct again to merge with

the parent cluster when no blocks are available to process.

3.5 Consensus Manager

Distributed consensus managers (i.e., coordinators) assist in

managing votes for a block processed in parallel by a set of

nodes in the logically divided sub-clusters. It (i.e., consensus

manager) guarantees consistency in parallel block process-

ing through a newly designed protocol named two-phase

distributed quorum commit (2PDQC) protocol.

Figure 5 illustrates the entire workflow of the proposed

protocol. First, a coordinator broadcasts a block validation

request among the nodes in a cluster. Second, the nodes for-

ward their votes to the coordinator after the validation phase.

Third, the coordinator aggregates the votes to prepare the

final decision about the legitimacy of the block. Finally, the

coordinator commits the block in the shared storage (shared

blockchain) and synchronizes the nodes with the shared

blockchain. It should be noted that all the distributed coor-

dinators (Figure 4) keep monitoring the shared blockchain

during the entire process to avoid any duplicate processing

or double-spending in logically distributed clusters.

3.6 Fault Monitor

A real-time distributed monitoring process (daemon service)

as shown in Figure 6 is designed to keep monitoring the
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BAASH service to intercept the three aforementioned check-

points (Section 2.1.4). If any of the checkpoints raises an

alert during the block validation process, the daemon ser-

vice stores (i.e., check pointing) the progress and attempts

to restart the BAASH service. It (i.e., BAASH) excludes the

faulty nodes during the construction of the logically dis-

tributed clusters.

The daemon keeps en-queuing the in-bound transactions

and leverages the remote storage (i.e., shared blockchain) to

continue the validation process while the BAASH service

takes time to restart. Once the service restarts the daemon

starts forwarding the pending transactions to BAASH. In the

case of remote storage failure, the entire validation process

is restarted automatically, which is the worst case and very

rare to happen.

4 EVALUATION

4.1 Experimental Setup

Testbed. All experiments are carried out on a high perfor-

mance computing cluster comprised of 58 physical nodes

interconnected with FDR InfiniBand. Each node is equipped

with an Intel Core-i7 2.6 GHz 32-core CPU along with 296 GB

2400 MHz DDR4 memory; hence each node can be emulated

with up to 32 nodes through user-level threads. There is no

local disk on compute nodes, which is a typical configuration

on HPC systems; a remote 2.1 PB storage system is available

managed by GPFS [45]. Each node is installed with Ubuntu

16.04, Python 3.7.0, NumPy 1.15.4, mpi4py v2.0.0, and mpich2

v1.4.1. We deploy our system prototype on up to 500 cores

and report the average results unless otherwise noted.

Workloads.We use YCSB [51], the common benchmark

for evaluating blockchains [13]. The YCSB benchmark gener-

ates data in a standard format which is flexible to abstract the

scientific data from arbitrary applications. There are many

existing tools and frameworks (e.g., Myria [36]) for migrat-

ing scientific data sets into transactional format; we do not

discuss the migration procedure in this paper and simply

assume the scientific data are already in a format that can

be dealt with blockchains and specifically, BAASH. In our

system prototype, the default batch size of a block is set

with 4, and we deploy more than two million transactions

(2,013,590) in all of the experiments. It should be noted that

BAASH is flexible enough to encapsulate any number of

transactions in a block.

Systems for Comparison.We compare Ethereum [18],

Parity [41], and Hyperledger Fabric [25] with system proto-

type of BAASH,whose original codename is HPC-blockchain.

We also compare the state-of-the-art HPC blockchains Sci-

Chain [4], and In-memory blockchain (IMB) [3]. The sixth

system is aConventional Blockchain based on practical-byzantine-

fault-tolerance (i.e., PBFT) protocol deployed to the same

(a) Performance in Conventional blockchains (batch = 4)

(b) Performance in HPC blockchains (batch = 250)

Figure 7: Transactions generated per second. BAASH

outperforms the conventional blockchains. BAASH

exhibits scalability compared to the state-of-the-art

HPC blockchain systems.

cluster (i.e., 58 nodes). We apply PBFT in each individual dy-

namically constructed cluster (i.e., with 3f +1 nodes) instead
of the entire blockchain network during the validation of a

block to ensure the fairness of the comparison.

4.2 Throughput

In this section, wemeasure the throughput by BAASH against

the other blockchain systems. In the first experiment, we

keep the batch size to BAASH’s default (i.e., 4) while using

16 nodes as clients where each node issue 1024 transactions

per second. Figure 7 shows the throughput with varying

node scales. In terms of throughput, BAASH outperforms

other conventional systems at all scales, as shown in Fig-

ure 7(a). Specifically, it has up to 6× higher throughput than

Hyperledger and PBFT on 16 nodes, as well as 12×, and 75×

higher throughput than Ethereum, and Parity, respectively,

on 16 nodes. Thanks to the proposed consensus protocols

that are optimized for HPC systems, BAASH’s throughput is

not degraded at larger scales beyond 16 nodes, while both
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(a) Performance overhead comparison with replication across nodes.
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Figure 8: Performance and overhead comparison.

Ethereum and Parity show some degradation. Worse yet,

Hyperledger cannot scale beyond 16 nodes at all.

We also measure the performance of the BAASH against

state-of-the-art HPC blockchains where each node issues

1024 transactions per second. In the experiment, we increase

the batch size to 250 to analyze the robustness. As shown in

Figure 7(b), it is noticeable that throughput in BAASH reason-

ably increases while scaling; whereas, the throughput tends

to decrease in the other blockchain systems. It being the

fact that the parallel block processing mechanism injected in

BAASH assembles the consensus protocol scalable enough

to generate an HPC-compatible blockchain-like resilient sys-

tem. On the contrary, the IMB [3] follows the proof-of-work,

although with a lower nonce and the SciChain [4] does not

offer a parallel processing mechanism that could leverage

the distributed nature of the HPC infrastructure.

4.3 Performance and Memory Overhead

We report the performance overhead incurred by BAASH

while providing distributed reliable resiliency on a 100-node

cluster with increasing workloads. That is, we increase the

workload from 1 to 10,000 blocks of transactions with the

default batch size 4 to measure the overhead. First, we com-

pare the block writing performance of BAASH against the

Table 2: Maximum memory requirement per node in

BAASH at different scales.

Number of nodes Max memory per node (MB)

20 1.4

40 2.8

60 4.1

80 5.5

100 6.9
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Figure 9: Ledger validity in BAASH (in all scales at-

least 99% nodes hold consistent ledger).

baseline that only provides resiliency through in-memory

simple data replication across the nodes without any reliable

verification through a decentralized protocol. We choose

the simple replication as the baseline because it provides in-

memory resiliency support with the minimal writing effort.

As shown in Figure 8(a), although the performance overhead

is around 80% while processing smaller workloads, what is

more interesting and more important is the fact that the

overhead starts to decline as the workload increasing, e.g.,

the overhead is only around 20% while processing 10,000

blocks, thanks to the parallel processing layer in BAASH

which amortizes the cost across the participating nodes.

Second, we compare the block reading performance of

BAASH against the baseline that provides resiliency through

the central database structured in a simple SQLite database in

the remote storage instead of distributed resiliency through

in-memory support across the nodes. We do not note the

reading performance against the other baseline (i.e., simple

replication without blockchain service) because both BAASH

and the other baseline exhibit identical performance while

reading blocks from in-memory. Figure 8(b) illustrates that

the block reading performance of BAASH is significantly

faster compared to the centralized database. For example,

BAASH can perform almost 112× quicker compared to the

baseline while reading 10,000 blocks.

We further assess the memory footprint requirement per

node incurred by the BAASH service with varying node

scales up to 100 nodes, where each node issues 1,024 transac-

tions per second. Table 2 illustrates that with the increment
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(a) All of the blocks in BAASH safely get persisted after successful valida-

tion: the BAASH-total line is completely covered by the BAASH-bc line.
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Figure 10: Reliability in BAASH resilience support.

of nodes, the workload increases; yet, each node requires

a reasonable amount of memory (e.g., less than 7 MB at

100 nodes) to provide reliable distributed resiliency support

across the nodes through BAASH.

4.4 Reliability and Fault Tolerance

We measure the reliability of BAASH on up to 500 nodes

and check how many nodes can hold 100% valid ledgers. We

also keep track of how much node failure occurs during this

experiment. Figure 9 shows that in all scales, at least 99%

nodes keep the valid ledger. We find 100% nodes hold valid

ledger on up to 300 nodes. BAASH guarantees the resiliency

as long as more than 50% nodes hold consistent ledger at all

scale.

To further measure the reliability of BAASH, we investi-

gate how many blocks reach consensus in all the systems

on 16 nodes, where 8 concurrent nodes issue 1024 transac-

tions per second. The reason for choosing 16 nodes is to

keep the result comparable to [13]. Figure 10(a) reports the

number of blocks that reach the consensus and are appended

to the blockchain. Both in Ethereum and Parity, some blocks
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Figure 11: BAASH recovery overhead by faultmonitor.

are unable to reach consensus due to double spending or

selfish mining attacks, and the difference increases as time

passes. Though Hyperledger is not vulnerable to those at-

tacks because of not allowing any fork and 100% blocks tend

to reach consensus, it is significantly slower than BAASH. In

BAASH, almost 100× more blocks are generated compared

to Hyperledger, and 100% blocks reach consensus. This is be-

cause, BAASH implementation relies on the specially crafted

parallel transaction processing mechanism and the newly

designed two-phase distributed quorum commit protocol to

ensure consistent block processing in a parallel manner. Fig-

ure 10(b) reports the number of blocks that reach consensus

in BAASH at different scales ranging from 100 to 500 nodes.

We notice that in all scales, more than 99% generated blocks

can reach consensus with negligible latency.

The entire MPI network fails if a node crashes; hence,

could hinder the entire block validation process. Therefore,

we keep the remote storage to continue the validation. To

further study the fault tolerance, we check the block valida-

tion time by BAASHwith remote storage support at different

scales by switching off a random node in the middle of a

block validation process and compare the overhead. Dur-

ing the experiment, each node issues 1024 transactions per

second. The goal of this experiment is to see how much

is the overhead if we leverage the remote storage during
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the entire MPI network failure while restoring the BAASH

service. As shown in Figure 11(a), even with failures of the

compute node, the block validation process continues suc-

cessfully with the support of the remote storage. Besides,

BAASH with remote ledger incurs negligible overhead even

at a large scale (i.e., roughly 5% at 500 nodes cluster).

In case of a severe catastrophe (e.g., compute nodes crash),

the distributed fault monitor in BAASH simply restarts the

BAASH service excluding the faulty nodes while continuing

the validation process with the support of the shared storage.

During the restarting phase, the BAASH daemon needs to

restore the nodes with the latest block, so that the nodes can

join the validation process. To measure the BAASH service

restoration time on up to 500 nodes cluster, we switch off

a random node in the middle of a block validation process

and restore the service (i.e., BAASH) excluding the failed

node. We conduct the experiment several times at different

scales to measure the minimum and maximum restart time.

Figure 11(b) exhibits BAASH service requires reasonable

time during the restoration phase. However, the good news

is, the block validation is not stopped during this restoration

phase, because BAASH leverages shared storage’s blockchain

to continue the successful block validation process.

5 RELATED WORK

At present, blockchain research focuses on various system

perspectives. Algorand [22] proposes a technique to avoid

the Sybil attack and targeted attack. Bitcoin-NG [19] in-

creases throughput through a leader selection from each

epoch who posts multiple blocks. Monoxide [50] distributes

the workload for computation, storage, and memory for state

representation among multiple zones to minimize the re-

sponsibility of full nodes. Sharding protocols [29, 52] have

been proposed to scale-out distributed ledger. Hawk [30]

is proposed to achieve transactional privacy from public

blockchains. A blockchain protocol based on proof-of-stake

called Ouroboros [27]is proposed to provide stern security

guarantees in blockchains and better efficiency than those

blockchains based on proof-of-work (i.e., PoW). Some recent

works [23, 28, 37] propose techniques to optimize Byzantine

Fault Tolerance (BFT).

Being inspired by Hyperledger [25], Inkchain [26] is de-

signed as another permissioned blockchain solution that

enables customization and enhancement in arbitrary scenar-

ios. To improve reliability and achieve better fault tolerance,

BigchainDB [7] is built upon the Practical Byzantine Fault

Tolerant (PBFT) and comes with blockchain properties (e.g.,

decentralization, immutability, owner-controlled assets) as

well as database properties (e.g., high transaction rate, low

latency, indexing and querying of structured data). A 2-layer

blockchain architecture (2LBC) is proposed in [6] to achieve

stronger data integrity in distributed database systems based

on a leader-rotation approach and proof-of-work. Unfor-

tunately, none of the aforementioned work addresses the

underlying platform architecture other than shared-nothing

clusters assumed by existing blockchain systems that could

help us to bridge the gap between the HPC and blockchain

technology. The proposed blockchain framework presented

by this paper, therefore, for the first time, showcases a prac-

tical parallel blockchain-like framework developed with MPI

that allows us to leverage the decentralized mechanism in

HPC systems.

We are well aware of recent advances in MPI. Various ap-

proaches [8, 9, 11, 24, 32, 35, 44] were proposed to improve

or characterize the MPI features in order to design various

solutions. However, all of these works are orthogonal to

our work, and none of these aim to develop a lightweight

blockchain framework with MPI in order to facilitate the par-

allel processing in managing distributed ledgers. Therefore,

the aforementioned works can be merged into our work for

further improvement in MPI specific packages.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

This paper proposes two key techniques to enable a blockchain

service in HPC systems. First, a much-needed lightweight

set of scalable consensus protocols is designed to account for

both the diskless compute nodes and the remote shared stor-

age in HPC. Second, in an HPC environment, a must-have

property of blockchain, i.e., the reliability in front of MPI,

is guaranteed by multiple layers of subsystems, from back-

ground daemon services to callable routines to applications.

The HPC-aware consensus protocols and MPI-compatible

reliability, under the framework coined as BAASH, collec-

tively enable a blockchain service for HPC systems. A system

prototype of the proposed techniques is implemented and

evaluated with more than two million transactions on up to

500 cores, which demonstrates both high performance and

high reliability compared to state-of-the-art systems.

Our future research will (i) incorporate a parallel data

integration mechanism for the cross-blockchains or hetero-

geneous data sources, and (ii) support eventual consistency

for readers to see data from the remote writers in the exascale

system. Our hope is that BAASH could serve as a starting

point for a new line of system research on decentralized

services crafted to HPC systems.
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Appendix: Artifact Description/Artifact Evaluation

SUMMARY OF THE EXPERIMENTS REPORTED

All experiments are carried out on a high-performance computing

cluster comprised of 58 nodes interconnected with FDR InfiniBand.

Each node is equipped with an Intel Core-i7 2.6 GHz 32-core CPU

along with 296 GB 2400 MHz DDR4 memory; hence each node can

be emulated with up to 32 nodes through user-level threads.

Author-Created or Modified Artifacts:

Persistent ID: https://github.com/mamunbond07/beast
Artifact name: BAASH

BASELINE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP, AND
MODIFICATIONS MADE FOR THE PAPER

Relevant hardware details: Intel Core-i7 2.6 GHz 32 core CPU

Operating systems and versions: Ubuntu 18.04

Libraries and versions: Python 3.7.0, NumPy 1.15.4, mpi4py v2.0.0,

and mpich2 v1.4.1


